
Class, I received this question… 
 
“Can you explain to me, in plain English…why one injects both labeled and unlabeled 
exogenous ligands?” 
 
OK.. there are two reasons. 
 
1.  No matter how high the specific activity (ratio of hot to cold tracer molecules) is, it is never 

infinite because of the limitations of the radiolabeling process.  Ie, invariably, what is injected 
includes many 1000s of time more cold tracer than hot. 

 
But don’t be alarmed… 
 
2.  This still works fine as a tracer, because the tracer concentration (of both hot and cold 

molecules together) does NOT rival (“come close to”) the Kd of the tracer at the receptor site.  
That is, the concentration of tracer in the tissue is NOWHERE NEAR the level that would be 
needed to occupy 50% of the receptor sites.  For simplicity, lets think about the tracer that is 
injected (without any INTENTIONAL ADDITON of cold tracer) as NOT occupying any 
significant fraction of receptors.  This will trouble Carole, but let’s go with it. 

 
3.  Now, we may choose to add additional cold tracer to our injection in order to MANIPUILATE 

the concentration of the free tracer in the system, and by extension, the bound tracer in the 
system.  If we do this at multiple different concentrations of (cold tracer added) free tracer in 
the tissue, we can make the binding curves that Farde made.  In classical equilibrium 
enzyme kinetics, a plot of bound ligand (eg in tissue) vs free ligand will have the saturating 
shape we discussed and assymptotically approach Bmax (maximal binding) at which point 
all binding sites would be occupied. Sjoerd and I can argue about whether that level of 
maximal binding is inviolable – but let’s leave that for now.  So, one reason to add cold 
tracer is to manipulate free tracer in the tissue to make binding curves and estimate Bmax 
and Kd (maximal binding and affinity). 

 
a. Note that the highlighted phrase in #3 is “equilibrium enzyme kinetics”. Equilibrium 

may not be achieved during the experiment – we may need a model to project 
out to equilibrium – but lets leave this for two lectures from now. 

 
4. Thinking probabilistically (Amanda), if we add ENOUGH cold tracer, the chances of a hot 

tracer molecule ever reaching the receptor site become vanishingly small.  Let’s say ZERO.  
In such a scenario, the PET signal no longer contains a component attributable to binding.  
It reflects only the free and nonspecifically bound – often called the non-displaceable signal.   

 
a. The definitive way to demonstrate that there EXISTS specific binding (ie. the 

target receptor for the tracer) in the tissue, is (a) to image with a “trace” amount 
of (hot+cold) tracer, and then (b) image again with excess cold tracer added to 
the hot+cold mixture, and (c) show that the PET data in ‘a’ is greater than the 
PET signal in ‘b’.  This is the approach Wagner et al took in mice and monkeys to 
demonstrate the existence of target sights for N-Me_spiperone in the striatum (… 
he actually added cold spiperone instead of cold N-Me-spiperone. Lets leave that 
too – it doesn’t matter.) 

b. keep in mind that ‘free’ and ‘nonspecifically bound’ (collectively called 
‘nondisplaceable’) represent tracer that is NOT bound at the receptor and 
therefore cannot be displaced by more of the tracer. 

 
-Evan 


